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I

I~TnOLWX'ION

In recent years muoh emphasis has been placed on aircraft
dynamic flight
tests, mainly associated with the determination
of the oscillatory
modes Of
aircraft
motion, with the measurement of (Lynamic loads on &-craft
in turbulent
air, and with the study of niroraft
structural
chsrnctenstics.
The acquieition of reliable
rind accurate data from these test3 requires a very high
standard of instrumentation
in the aircraft
and interpretation
on the ground.
For example, in till0 evaluation of aircraft
transfer functions a normal
accelerometer may have a specified requirement for the static Frform3nce Of
In the case of
0 to 2g for range with an accuracy of 1 x 10-3, units.
dynamic sensitivity
the instrumentation
is required. to Live I$ in modulus and
I0 in phase angle over a frequency range of interest
of 0 to 10 c.p.s.
In
addition,
the modulus should be flat over this range and the system should be
dynamionlly linear.
Another typical dynamic inveskigntion
is the evaluation
It has
of stability
derivctives
using the time vector method of analysis.
been found that an instrument error of 1' in phase o&e measurement may
represent an error of 10 to 1% in the modulus of the time vector representing
Philst it is
the required force or moment which closes the vector polygon.
comparatively
easy to satisfy the st ctic accuracy requirements the real
difficulty
is to obtain prekctable
response characteristics
from the
instruments in flight
under dynamic conclitions.
Ensuring that the system meets a stringent
spocif~oation
necessitates
hen if the performance oharactercalibration
techniques of a hich standcw3.
istios are avajl3bl.o in published form or set forth in a theoretical
analysis
In this
it is imperative to ensure that the assumed conditions redly
apply.
field of work there is no substitute
for test data.
2

IHS!J!RU;ENT CHARACE::IIs'I'IC~

A perfect measuriw system mould have no error3 under static or dynamic
conditions and its output would be independent of c&l other factors such as
temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration
.and unwanted inputs such n3 linear
and anmlar displacements and their derivatives
along and about the three axes.
Furthermore, the system would be free of inherent defects such as Coulomb
friction,
hysteresis,
non~linenr
spring3 and flexures,
play in pivots and
bearings, and damping that is not proportional
to velocity.
Unfortunately,
instruments of this calibre do not exist ana it 1s
necessary to select n type of system which will satisfy the particular
requirements with re&ard to range, sensitivity,
precision,
linearity,
resolution,
weight and size.
It is important, also, to lieep components and
devices simple and. hence increase the reliability
of the oomplete system.
Essential ingredients
of the system should also be examined carefully
to determine the effects of the aforementioned extraneous variables and of dynamic
corditions.
Compatibility
hns to be conzi&red
from other aspects such as
transmission,
recording components, prooesaing, computing and interpretation
when selecting a tranducer
for use in a particular
system.
A common-sense approach to this problem is to select the instrument which
can best cope with the oomldete gamut of the varied requirements for the
- l+ -

particular
problem at hand, and devise test methods and special
obtain a pecise knowledge of' its characteristics.

artifices

ta

Physicsl quantities
such as acceleration,
velocity,
displacement,
pressure, force, strain, vibration
and temperature comprise scme of the more
important parameters measured in flight
test nnrk.
To obtain information
on
a psrticular
set of dnta, specialised instruments ore used in conjunction with
recording systems such as multi-channel
galvancmeter recorders,
magnetic-tape
recorders, and telemetry systems.
This paper deals only with devices for the measurement of acceleration,
angular velocity,
incidence snd sideslip,
as information
on one or more of
No attern+ is made to
these quantities is desired in most flight tests.
present a full treatment of procedures involving their installation
in aircraft.
2.1

Acceleration

The acceleration
of M aircraft
cnn be determined, without reference to
the external environment, by measuring the inertia
force or torque experienced
%~picd.ly, the acceleration
is
by a mass attached to the accelernting
bo&y.
detected by measuring:
(a)

the linear

(b)

the

(c)

the flow of current in a coil situated in a magnetic field from
which is derived M equal and opposite foroe to hold the mass in
a null position

(d)

the change in natural
is being altered

(e)

the Charge produced by piezoelectric
mechenical force.

strain

or angular displacement
or twist

in a resilient

frequency

of an elastically
member supporting

of a vibrating
materials

suspended. mass
the mass

wire whose tension
subjected

to a

Since devices such ns those under (e) attenuate low frequency inputs
they tend to be used more for the measurement of local structural
vibrations
than for the study of the motion of the aircraft
and hence will not be dealt
with further.
2.2

Angular velociQ

The single degree of freedom rate Gyroscope is widely used for the direct
measurement of the an@ar velocity
of an circrnft
about one or mere of its
axes.
In general, it includes an electrically
driven rotor or wheel so
mounted that its case cnn rotate about an axis perpendicular to its shaft.
Movement about this axis is spring restrCained end is deteoted by a displacement pick-off.
The measurement of this output axis torque oe.n be used as a
measure of the mcgni'iude of the input angular velocity
which produced it.

.

An associated development is the force-bnlance type of r&e gyroscope in
which the Signal from the pick-off
is amplified and fed to coils, Situated in
The mechaniccl springs are
mcgnetio fields,
to hold the gyro in equilibrium,
dispensed with in this configuration.
New developments, important in flight
test work, use c vibrating
device'.
Excmples are the tuning fork and. torsicnnl
gyroscopes, which produce hi@
and eliminate uncertainties
due
sensitivities,
have long life ohnmcteristics,
to gimbal benrinl; lrregulnrities,
wear of rotor bearings, and unb,clnnce.
2.3

Airflow

direotion

sensors
-I_

The ccn$es of incidence and sideslip
define the direction
of the ctirfl~~
The mensurement of airflow direction
can be
with res*?ect to ihe n&craft.
made by employing c free-floating
wind vnne IMch aligns Itself
with the 100a
free air stream.
A displacement pick-off
senses deflection
of tie vane with
respect to a reference line on the nircrzft.
To avoid unacceptable position
errors the vane must be mounted checd of the fuselage nose on a pole at least
14 fuselage dinmeters in length 2nd this imposes severe limitations
on the
slee and weight of the sensing head.2.
Another class of instrument used for the measurement of the free stream
direction
with respectto the nircrc2t
utilises
the pressure difference
set up
between a p,cir of holes oriented ct. equal nngles on either side of the longiA differenticil
tudincl ais of a probe which is inclined to the airflow.
pressure pick-up provides a slgnc.1 for recording purposes.
The sensitivity
of this type of sensor may be dependent on i:inch ?lo. end the iimbient atmcspher 'ic
pressure cnndhence m,ay require more extensive vsind tunnel and in-flight
tests
than those required for vrrne type sensors.
This i8 probably one of the
reasons why they have not been used extensively
in flight
test work.
From the safety nspect ‘alone pressure sensors should be adopted where
there is a possibility
that the debnohment of a vane could endril;er the aircrzft,
e.g. by enteriw
the e&ne.
The discussion of calibrating
techniques involving airflow direction
sensors is mninly confined to vane types although mnny of the techniques
discussed apply equally well to both types.
3
3.1

STUDY-STATE CALIBiUTIiJG TWI'S
.Linenr

accelerometer

tests

Calibrations
of linear accelerometers nre usually expressed in g units,
I& being the ncceleratlon
in terms of the local terrestrial
gravity.
TWO
calibration
procedures for imposing convenient g increments on the instmment
nre the added weight znd tilting
tests.
The former test consists of adding nei&ts
to the sensitive
element to
Hafever, the l?el&ts should be hung from the
simulate acceler&ticn
forces.
centre of gravity of the moving system to avoid improper loading of the springs
For this, the centre
of grr.vity of the moving system must
or link assembly.

-G-

be known precisely.
Furthermore, the
concentrated rather than a distributed.
oonsidered that the added wsi&ht test
initial
calibration
purposes, although
checks in the field.

sensing element is exposed to n
load.
For these reasons it is
aoes not provide acceptable ilocurncy for
it can be of great vnlue for calibration

.

The tilting
test is one in which the accelerometer is calibrated against
the ecrth's gravitntiond.
acceleration
by rotating it about a horizontal
ctis
This method is suitable for low range instruto selected snguler positions.
ments as they csn be inclined through +lg,
zero and -1g positions to obtain
any fractional
increment in this range.
Pirst, the princip‘al
However, there exe two important souroes of errors.
atis may not be pordlel
or perpendiculer to some reference face of the
instrument case because of manufacturing tolerances.
Such misalignment
between the mensuring
axis and the reference surface may Give rise to cdiIn certain instances small misbrntion errors of considerable magnitude.
alignments of the order of 30' of arc mcJr introduce errors of the order of
1 x 10m2g units at c scnle readi% of zero b,
The error is a non-linear
function of the applied g, being a maximum at zero g and. n minimum nt the
A typical calibration
Curve representing
+Ig
points for 360 rotation.
conditions where the misdignment between a base, used OS a reference face,
and the measuring nxis is a is shown in Fig.1.
It is seen that slthough it
resembles n hysteresis
loop in that upscde deflections
oome to rest at n
different
point to aonnscde deflections
for the some apifiiea g it may in no
way be related to hysteresis.
Therein may lie a trap for the unwary.
By
conducting a few preliminary
tests it is possible not only to determine the
origin of this loop but to eliminate it if it is caused by improper alignment.
These tests ore sufficiently
well known and so elementin nature thnt they
need not be described here.
Suffice it to say thot a~ misalignments between
the measuring system
ana the appropriate mounting faces shoula be carefilly
noted to avoid
faulty positioning
of the installed
instrument in the aircraft.
The other important. general fcctor is the problem of ensurine that crosscoupling errors sre correctly accounted for, pcrticularly
on cn accelerometer
which relies on the displacement of a mass.
Cross-coupling
is a change in
Output
due ta a component of acceleration perpenticulnr
to the measuring axis.
The effect of this interfering
variable is illustrcted
by a damped mass-spring
system
mounted on a tilting
table ns shown diagranmatically
in Fig.2.
It is
clearly seen that the mass swings in a small arc &en the system is subjected
to acceleration
forces.
It can be shown that the output is of the form
g sin(8 ?a,), to a high degree of spprotimntion,
where the sign of a is
dependent on the direction of the cross component along the arm, and its
ma&tude is equal Co 'p sin 0, '1 being the full scale movement of the mass in
The calibration
curve resulting
from tilting
through j160° is
degrees.
aiztinguishablc,
in this case, by trro loops instead of one, since if the instrument is precision ewineerd
cross-effects
are seen to he negligible
at the
zero and 21~ positions,
As the design of the majority of instruments of this type is a compromise
between a system having lnrge aisplocements per g for ease and stability
of
measurement end one having small displacements per C to obtcin high frequency

-7-
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.

characteristics
it
instrument's
mass
this has resulted
instance,
proauced

is inevitable
that the mechanical deflection
of the
has well defined limits.
In some practical
3X?%ngementS
in the term a being highly significant,
3rd in one particular
3n error of the order of 5 x 10w2g units at 0.5g.

If the test had been carried
cut with the instrument
posltioned
SC that
the two non-measuring
axes were interchanged,
oross-effects
would have been
considerably
reduced.
However, even with this configuration,
cross-axis
sensitivity
may be important
if the accelerometer
is operatlng
in the presence
This may
of cross-acceleration8
of the oraer of 2 or 3 times the rated range.
be particul3rly
noticeable
in accelerometers
employing inductance
pick-ups in
such a manner that they ore susceptible
to mechanical deflections,
perpendiculsr
to the sensitive
zis,
rind to torsional
displacements
of the armature.
In
units of this type errors have been observed wldch were notline3r
functions
of
the npplied accelerations
and the impressed cross-accelerations.
Tile r.m.8.
value of the cross-N(is
sensitivity
was of the oder of 0.02 g/g for inputs
rsnging from + to 2 times the rated rnnge of the instrument,
From these
considerations
it is seen that accurate cnlibr3tion
is required
to ensure thnt
test results
nre traceable
to !cnown standards of measurement.
Zreover,
judicious
placement of the accelerometer
on the txltlng
table and in the aircrnft is required
in order to minimise cross-coupling
effects.
High qucdity test equipment is needed a9 in some instances,
the measureFor
ment of 3ngles to seconds of e.rc m3y be required
for the tilting
test.
these measurements, methods such 39 digital
readout systems employing light
sources, optic31 systems, and photocells
have to be used to determine the
angular position
of the tilting
table.
Steady-state
accelerations
higher thnn lg CN~ be obtained by the use of 3
rotating
arm.
Predetermined
increments
of steady centrifugal
forces c3n be
imposed on the accelerometer
by varying either the speed or the radius of
rotation.
Variation
of the radius of rotation
is not recommended since
extreme care is necessary to realign
the instrument
at the differing
radii
for
eachcnlibrating
step.
Also, since the test is perforned
judicious
placement of the instrument
effects
to the minimum.

in the earth's
gr3vitaticnal
field,
is necessary to reduce cross-coupling

Points worthy of special attention
the centrifuge
test are 38 follows:

to achieve

the necessary

accuracy

in

(3)

Since the accelerstxon
varies
as the squnre of the angular
speed measurement and. re@ztlon
must be precise,

(b)

The radius of rotation
should be large enough 80 that no correction
is required
for any changes that mzy occur in mass position
due to
changes in centrifu&al
forces.

(c)

The nxis of the rotating
arm should be truly vertical
so th3t a cyclic
ccmpenent of the eoxth's gravitational
acceleration
is not superimposed on the steady-state
acceleration
generated by the rotating
arm.
-%-

velocity,

3.2

An@ds.r accelerometer

tests

It is difficult
to devise
experimental techniques for the production of
precise steady-state
angular accelerations.
Two possible alternative
methods
for calibrating
angular accelerometers sre discussed.

.

One method is the added weight test for applying known moments to the
sensing element to produce a deflection
equivalent to that normally caused by
angular acceleration
forces.
Some drawbacks associated with this technique
are:
(a)

Precise knowledge of the moment of inertia
is required.

of the sensing element

(b)

The magnitude cd the point of application
must be known exactly.

of the applied moment

(c)

It inposes a concentrated
sensing element.

(a)

Similar conditions are difficult
to simulate
oil-filled
for dsmping purposes.

For these reasons this
checks.

rather

than a distributed

load on the

if the instrument

is

type of test can only be recommended for field

Probably the most satisfactory
method for calibrating
angular accelerometers is to subject the instrument to sinusoidal. angular accelerations.
The
ranges of sn@ar accelerometers commonly required for aircraft
flight
test
work can be separated into two classes;
namely +2 rads seea and +5 rads se&
with discriminations
in the regions of +I5 minutes
of are secW2 and +I0 set -2
respeotively.
As it is fundnmentslly Sffioult
to combine high sensitivity
with high undamped natural frequency without resort to force-balance types, it
is found that many low range instruments have low natural frequencies in the
region of 3 0.p.s. to 7 c.p.s.
To avoid the results being influenced by
dynamic conditions the frequency of the in+t
should be at least ten to fifteen
times lower than the undamped natural frequency of the instrument under test.
Electra-mechanical
exciters
or oscillatory
tables employing such methods
as cross-heeds or csms fail to produce sinusoidnl outputs at the large
amplitudes, in the region of +30", and low freouencies of the order of
o-3 o.p.s.,
needed to calibrate
a low range instrument.
One of the solutions
to this problem is to employ a device similar in principle
to sn an&ar
accelerometer but having little
or no dam-<inc. The system is essentially
a
compound pendulum or a gravity controlLed inertia vrhich, d:llen released from an
initisl
angular displacement, executes free oscillations.
Referring to Fig.3, it is seen that the pendulum consists of a massive
rigid besm suspended at a short distance from its mid-point on a shaft which is
housed on low friotion
roller benrings.
The system should be so large that
reaction forces or torques from the instrument under test are of minor significanoe.
Various pairs of weights can be attached to the besm at selected
positions to change its moment of inertia
and frequency, and a pair of springs

.

can be fitted
to connect the besm to the rigid frame to supply additional
restoring
torque.
The combination
of weights and springs must be selected
to avoid unwanted frequency vibrations
from the two arms of the beam.
Before mounting the instrument
on the test rig platform
it is imperative
to evaluate
the effects
of unwanted inputs such as llneer
accelerations
and
angular velocities
along and about all axes.
The familiar
technique
of the
2g turnover
in the earth's gravitational
field
can be extended to cover all
3 axes for the linear
acceleration
ca9e.
Angular velocity
errors
can be
determined by rotating
the instrument
about its 3 nxes in succession on a
turntable.
Accurate vertical
alignment of the turntable
axis ard a constant
speed are essential
to avoid extraneous
angular accelerations.
These tests are helpful
in placing the instrument
in the aircraft
SO that
During calibration,
the effects
of the interfering
inputs are minimised.
alignment of the axis of the instrument
with the axis of the pendulum shaft is
important.
The test run is started by releasing
the benm from a deflected
position
without imparting
any motion to it whatsoever,
a surprisingly
difficult
task.
Of many methods, two of the more successful
were to hold the beam in its
selected position
either by a fuse wire, disintegrated
by a large current,
or
by a weight mt.h a polished base, resting
against one end of the beam snd
pulled away smartly on a highly polished
surface.
Angular position
and angular velocity
pick-offs
are fitted
to the test rig
and their output9 together with that of the instrument
are recorded over several
This procedure is repeated
cycles on a multi-channel
oscillograph
recorder.
with suitable
imtial
deflections
90 that range, calibration
factor,
and
linearity
of the instrument
m9y be inspected.
The peak applied
angular
acceleration
is obtained from the product of the initial
angul‘ar displacement
and the square of the frequency.
The required
accurate knowledge of time or
frequency
is obtamed by recording
the output of a master tuning fork.
Two factors
transient
input
the test rig.

which can contribute
errors to the test results
are the
(complementary
function)
and the amount of damping present

in

Assuming that the instrument
constitutes
G second order system, as mav of
them are) and that it is being subjected to sinusoidal
angular accelerations
then the conditions
existing
at the moment of release of the deflected
oscillatlng beam are shown in Fig.4 where it is seen that its angular acceleration
is at
amaximum.
At this time, i.e. t = 0, the steady state output of the instrument
should have a v+lue corresponding
to point A, lagging the input by a, becsuse
of the damping force.
This resisting
force coupled with the inertia
of the
system results
in the instrument
needing time to catch up before it cm swing
into regular
phaserelationship
with the applied angular acceleration.
If the
dynamics of the system nre linear
and the impressed frequency is less than the
nature1 frequency ana 5 < 1 it csn be shown that the output is of the form
COS(Wi

t - a)

-7

CO8 a

sin cp

-W&t
e

- 10 -

sin (can 1 - c2 t + VP)
J

where E;
Y
cl
n

= damping factor
= impsssed

relative

frequency

= undamped nnturcl

to critical

(rnds

per seo)

frequency

(r&i

per SW)

.

From the above expression
it was found that a linear
second-order
system
a & = 0.6 achieves perfect
correspondence
to within a tolerance
cf 2$ in
In other words, with this d~nping the
modulus
in approximately
2x/% sec.
error becomes negligible
at the beginning
of the first
recorded negative
half-wave
if the undamped natural
frequency of the instrument
is ten times
higher than the impressed frequency.

with

So far it has been assumed that the oscillating
becm executes simple
harmonic motion.
Since friotionnl
forces Lare alwws present the free
vibrations
d.ec,ly snd the mech,aniocl motion takes the form of a dcmped &nusoid.
It hos been found from experience
that if the bearings on the test rig cre of
first
class quality
and suitably
lubricated
old. if the beam is of large inertia
the dnmping forces present are predomincntly
of the viscous rather than the
coulomb friction
type.
Thus the damping force is npproximately
proportional
to velocity
and of the form - p de/at.
In mav practical
test set-ups the vclue of E; was of the order of O-01
or less.
It can be shown thnt if & is << 1, a convenient
rule of thumb
method to correct the cnlculated
nngulrr
acceleration
input derived from the
initial
displacement
and the recorded
frequency consists of multiplying
it
by (1 - &2) e-2E2.
With damping factors
of the order quoted the errors are
insignificant.
For frequency response purposes it should be clso noted that
the phase shift of the output should be retarded by 2E; radians.
However, in circumstances
where both the trnnslent
input cncl dcmping
appreciably
affect
the results
a practical
rind accurate method has been
8VO1V8d
t0 giV8 finil
COfi8Cted results.
The method is bcsed On the fact
that the wave forms, nfter the trnnsient
has died out, are exponentklly
attenucted
sine wcves.
A Mugh estim?.te
is m&e of the time when the transient
oenses to be of consequence and subsequent peah values nre plotted as ordinates
and CyC18S
as abscissae on log-norm,al graph paper.
The resultant
graph should
be a straight
line rind from extrapolation
of this line the true first
peak
VdU8
can be determined as if no transient
existed.
Alternatively,
a French
curve, having rcn exponentinlly
shaped edge, can be superimposed on the recorded
traces to achieve the same purpose.
factor

- 11 -
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3.3

Rate g.yrosoope

tests

A sping restrained
rate gyroscope depends on the detection,
by a pick-off,
The nngular displaceof the angular displacement
about the gimbal bearings.
ment is proportional
to the angular velocity
and the magnitude of this displacement for full
soale input larcely
determines
the sensitivity
to the effect
of cross-coupling
due to angular velocities
about other axes.
The sine of the
maximum deflection
is D. measure of the error due to perpendiculnr
angular
velocity
so that, for example, a deflection
of 2O gives an error of about $
of the applied perpendicular
+n,ular velocity.
Small vslues of precession
for till
scale input are thus essential
if
decoupling
from the input axis is to be confined to a negligible
amount.
The
R.A.E. - Aero Flight force-balance
type of rata gyro does not suffer from this
effect
since the gyro assembly virtually
does not require
to move about the
Limb& axis to produce an output.
Acein, it is important
to evaluate
the effects
of linear accelerations
along all axes by inclining
the instrument
through various
r)osit.ions in the
If the instrument
is of good desi;;n and
earth's
gravitational
field.
properly
mass balanced the error due to n linear
ncoeleration
of Ig in any
A point worth
direction
should be less than 1% of full
scale deflection.
noting is that unless stated otierrvise
it is taken for granted that the rotor
is running
for all these tests.
The measuring axis can be located with respect to a reference
axis by
rotating
the instrument
at constant speed on a turntable
in two posltlons
so
that no outputs are produced from the two non-sensitive
axes.
The measuring
axis is then mutually perpendicular
to these two axes.
Rate gyroscopes which hnve large inertins
about their gimbal axes and low
spring restraints
may be susceptible
to angular acceleration
effects
about
these axes.
This feature
can be investi;ated
at various values of angular
acceleration
by mounting the instrument
on an oscillatory
beam, similar
to
that previously
mentioned, with the Limb-1 nxis aligned with the shaft.
Full scale deflections
of rote C;yroscopes for gene&. flight
are confined within the ranges ?5'/sec to +lCO'/sec with further
+250°/sec for the s~cisl
case of epinning tests,
This section
deals primarily
with the low range type ns they are fundamentnlly
to desig;l and require
more sophisticate6
testing
techniques.
Static
table which
input axis
the output

calibration
of
rotates around
is aligned. with
to input ratio

test work
extension
to
of the note
more difficult

the instrument
is cerfozmed by p1oc1.w it on a turna vertical
axis at vctrious constant speeds.
The
the turntable
axis and this is not critical
since
1s n cosine function
of the angle of misciii~nment.

For the low range instrument
it is seen tiat angular velocities
in the
region of 2 to 3 minutes of arc per second at-e require&
for onlibrntion
purposes.
It has been found from experience
that the levels
of mechanical
vibrations
and noise associated
with some conventional
turntables
employing
motors and gears are unacceptable.
These difficulties
can be overcome by a
turntable
of novel design, as shown in IQ.5.
- 12 -

The turntable
COn8id.8 of an aluminium disc mounted on a vertical
shaft
contained in oilite
bearings for horizontal
loads and incorporating
sn air
Current is passed though coils, which are wound
bearing for axial loads.
on a laminated magnetic core positioned
so that the disc cuts all the magnetic
tiovement of the disc between the pole
flux flowing
between the pole pieces.
pieces sets up circulating
eddy currents in it which oppose the motion.
A
which
is
wound
round
a
pulley
on
the
weight attached to the end of a string,
The asymptotic value of the final velocity
disc impests a driving
torque,
of the disc occurs !&en the total resistance
to notion, whioh inoluaees eddy
current damping and friction,
is equal to the torque imparted by the weight.
The equation

of motion

of the system is:

+bs

q
at

where

a

q

total

moment of inertia

0 = anguhr

.

displacement

of moving

T
0

8yOtem

in radians

b = the dampinG oonstant
To= impressed

torque.

l7hen the aoymptotio

and

value

of final

velocity

de
bz

is reached

then

.

= To

or

The damping constant b is proportional
to the square of the current
flowing
in the coil and to the thiCkneS8 of the disc.
The disc was carefully
machined fran a forging
to produce a high degree of homogeneity.
As the
coulomb friction
in the system is of small magnitude the damping constant b is
almost entirely
due to eddy current8 2nd hence the damping torque is proportional
to velocity.
If the current
is kept constant b is a constant and since To is
determined by the weight W the disc rotates at constant speed after the transient
ha8 subsided.
A thin sheet of high permeability
material
is placed around the
magnetic circuit
to prevent the mngetic
field from reaching instruments
under
test.
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7

The edge of the disc
and with the aid of a stop
the weight or the current,
vibration
and noise levels

is engraved indegrees
to give
watch the angular velocity
is
various speeds of rotation
are
at low speeds on the turntable

angular displecement
By varying
obtained.
attained.
The
are negligible.

Instead of altering
the speed of the turntable
the rate gyroscope can be
tilted
on the table to give incremental
steps at constant angular velocity.
A value of the latter
is chosen so that the instrument
deflects
full
scale in
the conventionel
position.
This technique also allows the effects
of the
precession
angle and. coupling errors on the instrument
to be experimentally
determined.
The instrument
ihg.6 il.lustrates,
schematically,
the physical
situation.
is tilted
through a known angle keeping the gimbal axis horizontal.
Clearly
the output is proportionel
to cos (0 to) where 0 is the angle of tilt
from
the latter's
magnitude being
the horizontal
and a is the precession
s&o,
equal to 9 sin 8, where 9 is the full scale deflection
of the gyro in degrees,
and its sign depends on the direotion
of rotation
of the gyro wheel with
respect to that of the turntable.
These errors are difficult
to determine
experimentally
if the gyro is not tilted,
3s 00s a, if a is 29, is negligible.
Gyroscopes employing potentiometric
inspected
in this manner as they usually
obtain sufficient
resolution.

pick-offs
should be pnrticulnrly
have large precession
angles SO as to

Pendulums and shcking tables are occasionally
used to calibrate
rate
gyroscopes under so-called
steady state conditions
by producing
essentially
pure sinusoid3l
excitations.
These tests are carried
out under dynamic
conditions
at very low frequencies
and they can be helpful
to the extent that
calibrations
can be effected
nt likely
flight
test frequencies.
Rowever, to be classed as static
oalibrstions,
the tests must be performed
at frequencies
at least ten times lower than the natural
frequency of the
instrument,
avoiding
a detectable
change due to frequency response characteristics.
Vith self-oscillating
devices the inherent
dcmping and transient
inputs at the moment of release must be considered.
Mechanical. shaking tables
and exciters
seldom produce simple harmonic motion nt large amplitudes
and. low
frequencies
without evidence of distortion
due to back-lash,
coulomb friction,
and the second harmonic.
3.4

Airflow

Fig.7
incorporates

direotion

sensor

shows a photograph
an a.0. pick-off

In n good windvane
be avoided:-

tests
of the R.A.C., Aero Flight
for measuring purposes.

the following

of mass balance

electro-mechanical

(a)

lack

of the moving

(b)

significant
coulomb friction
or play produced
and potentiometric
types of pick-offs,
and

-
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windvane
design

which
features

must

element
by benrings,

links,

(c)

parasitic
torques generatea either
ligaments.

Aerodynamic sources of error are related

by inductive

pick-offs

to such factors

or spring

as;

(a).

locating the moving element too near the body or boom so thnt the
effect of upwash becomes significant

(b)

lack of robustness of the dndvane
cause melfunctioning

(c)

the weight of the unit is of such a msgnituae to produce the
required robustness that bating
of the boom assembly is
appreoiebly increased when it is subjected to air loads and
airoreft
accelerations.
This fenture may also lower the natural
frequency of the boom assembly, and

(4

asymmetry of the vane due to poor workmanship.

so that airloads

.

and vibration

Theezors produced by the features listed in the first
group should be
assessed in the laboratory.
Errors associated with the second group are
usually determined by wind tunnel tests ard by tests conducted on the complete&
installation
on the aircraft.
Static oelibration
tests are maae in n win& tunnel by rotating the
instrumen; body to preaeterminsd angular positions at suitable values of
Hysteresis is examined by noting the difference between upscale
d= P/ZV 1.
and downscale deflections
for the same angle of incidence and should be
exsminea at vsrious speeds OS the misaliGnme& torque varies with q.
The vane
must be mounted on the probe to include the effect of its interference
on the
airflow.
At subsonic speeds the vane is usually in the region of a disturbed
pressure field created by the aircraft.
At supersonic speeds it is hoped that
the vane is relatively
unaffected by the presence of this field and that the
shock waves dich form ahead of the aircraft
ao not extend to the region where
the vane is locate&
However, Schlieren photographs of the shock pattern
obtained from a vane and proby assembly in a supersonic tunnel at ?1= l-6
revealed that this was not so . It was also found that a symmetrical distribution of vanes about the supporting probe produced a smaller ad more oonsistent zero error at high speeds than the single vsne instnllation.
It is
thought that the produotion of this good feature involving a more bulky
protuberance of the boom assembly than usual mn;y have contributea strongly to
the creation of tie shook wave.
For some flight
test work the above cslibration
For absolute calibration,
further tests are required
aircraft.

methods are adequate.
in flight
on the particular

Satisfactory
flight
calibrations
are d?d'ficult,
tedious, and time consuming
and many methods have been attempted.
A precise knowledge of nircrzft
angles
of attack or yaw and flight
path is of paramount importance in most tests.

-
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A few possible

methods are:-

(a)

Photographing
for aircraft

the horizon
attitude.

or the sun to provide

a stable

referenoe

(b)

lfeasurlng
aircraft
attitude
with r.n inclinometer
in combination
with a longitudinal
accelerometer
to verify
that unnccelerated
flight
is achieved or, if this is not ao, to correct for longitudinal acceleration.

(c)

Heaauring aircraft
attituiie
mth an accurate free aroscope
rate of descent
a pendulous ereotlon
system, and obtaining
measuring height snnd time.

having
by

Despite its complexity
and potential
unreliability,
one of the best methods
is by the use of an inertial
plntfonn
employing a velocity-damped
Schuler
vertical
sJ?stem.
Two stage integrations
of the outputs of three mutually
perpendicular
accelerometers
mounted on the platform
produce three linear
velocities
and three linear
displacements,
thus providing
direction
and
magnitude of both aircraft
velocity
ad distenoe flown.
Pitch and azimuth
can be determined very accurately
as the drift
rates of moat platforms
are in
the region of 0.1 degrees per hour.
Although the stable platform
accurately
predicts
the motion of the aircraft
in apace, corrections
would stdl
have to be applied for bending of the boom
due to inertid
and aerodynamic loading and for air velocity
components produced by pitching,
rolling,
snd yawing velocities
about the flight
path.
Gusts may produce noise in tile steady state results,
msklng interpretation
difficult
nd suggesting that teats be conducted at dawn in calm air, preferably
over the sea or at high sltitude
over land.
4

DYNAMIC CALIBRAU.ON

During flight
testing it is frequently
behaviour
of an aircraft.
The oscillations
from flying
through turbulent
air.

necessary to measure the oscillatory
may be pilot
induced, or may result

In order to measure these oscillations
successfully
and accurately,
instrumentation
systems based on sound dynamics in the characteristics
and
relations
of the transducer,
intermediate
mrouitry,
and recording
medium are
required.
Such systems must have predictable
transfer
functions
under various
input smplitudes
and frequencies
and environmental
conditions
of temperature
and pressure.
Many conventional
transducers
for measuring accelerations
nnd angular
velocities
can be represented
by maaa, spring,
and velocity
damped systems,
If these second-order
systems
are lineor
they can be completely
characterised
by two fundamental
pcrametera;
the unclamped natural
frequency and the damping
factor relative
to critical.
By referring
to the well-known
fsmily of response
curves Figs.8 and 9, the moduli and phase shifts
of linear
second-order
systems
can be determined for sinusoidal
excitation
at any frequency.
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From dynamic considerations
alone, peying no attention to other requirements, two methods are favourd for selecting a transducer on the basis of its
natural frequenoy and damping factor.
The first
is the selecting of a
damping factor which endeavours to combine the widest bandwidth, consistent
with an error not greater then say I$ in the modulus, tith a phase shift
increasing linearly
with frequency so as to avoid destroying the time
To meet
relationship
existing between the fundamental d its harmonics.
the condition for the modulus requires a damping factor of OS64 oritiod
and
the phase shift case requires O-75 critioal.
However, as a damping factor
of 0.64 introduces very little
harmonic distortion
this value is usually
ohosen.

.

The second is that which oomprises a natural frequency maqy times
higher than sny aignalto
be recorded and a damping factor of sufficient
value to prevent mechanical damage being inflicted
on the transduoer due to
An electrical
low pass filter
can now be inserted
resonance or shock.
between the instrument and the recording medium to dominate the system's
dynamic performance.
Tailoring
the transfer functions in this manner so that the output3 of
all the quantities
being measured have practically
the sNne dynamic characteristics
is useful in flight
tests , wrticulsrly
where cross-spectra
are to be
computed.
ELIQJ measuring systems suffer from the effects of coulomb friction,
nonlinear springs and suspensions, and d3mping that is not proportion3l
to
velocity.
Consequently these systems are seldom linear over large ranges of
enplitudes and frequencies.
The actual characteristics
of a~ system can only be determined in the
laboratory by dyn&mio tests.
Two types of test are commonly used for this
purpose.
They are the analysis of the response to a step finotion
input and
the ardysis
of the response of the system to a sinusoidal input at differing
frequencies.
The former method
consists of determining
damping.
Xhen demping
preted by observing the

It
may be relatively
simple and straightforward.
the natural frequency of the instrument with zero
has been added the damping factor is readily interovershoot after a step function has been applied.

The method is applicctble only to systems which are under-critically
damped (oscillatory),
as they usually ere; the percentage over3 o
fUnOtiOn Only of the damping factor ard is given by 100 e(%X/ J-3"
1 - g ) a
where & is the damping factor relative
to critical,
Fig.10.
By referring
t0 response curves, Figs.8 and 9, the modulus and phase shift of the instrument at arjy given frequency can be determined.
Strictly,
this technique
can only be used if it is known, a priori,
that the system can be described
by a linear
second-order
differential
equation with constant coefficients.
However, valuable information
can sometimes be obtained on individual
units
of higher order systems; for example, to test the linear second-order portion
of a system containing a low pass filter
which has been included to shape the
frequency spectrum.
When used on these higher order systems great care is
needed in the interpretation
of the results,
particularly
where overall
performance characteristics,
e.g. change of phase shift and modulus with
frequency, are to be derived.
- 17 -
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The main advantages

of the sinusoidal

response

method are:

(a)
The sinusoid is the only periodic
waveform in which the amplitudes
of the components of all frequencies
except the fundamental
are zero.
This feature
Naturally,
a sine wsve has only one bar in its spectrum.
eliminates
the frequency
distortion
which could arise from an excitation
consisting
of B number of sinusoidal
variations
at different
frequencies.
This distortion
of the composite output signal arises when the characteristics
of the instrument
sre such that each component is displaced
along
the time axis by a different
amount.
Some flight
testing
techniques,
of course, may require
tests to obtain a knowledge of the dynamic
response properties
of the instrument
when SubJected to excitation
with
complex waveforms.
(b) The system's response to sinusoidal
excitation
yields information
backlash, and damping that is not
on the effects
of Coulomb friction,
proportional
to velocity,
if these features
are present in the system.
(c) A basic pmperty
of the sinusoid is that any derivative
with respect
to time is the shape of s sine wave.
Clearly,
this is a distinct
advs.nta&e as the test measurements include amplitudes
and their time
derivatives.
If the parameters of the systems are linear
then sinusoidal
inputs will always produce sine wave types of output.
(a)
It allows a precise compamson between the response
frequencies
and the steady state response,
thus pmvlding
the reliability
of the dynamic test data.
(e) It can test the system for
frequency bandwidth.
The criticisms

normally

levellerl

multiple

resonances

at the sinusoidal

at very low
a oriterion

by covering
response

of

a wide

method are:

(a)

Eleotro-mechanical
shaking tables and exciters
seldom produce
displacements
of large enough amplitudes,
both linearly
rind
angularly,
at low frequencies
unless they are relatively
large and heav;r.
SinuS0id.d

(b) More than one of these devices
types of instruments.

will

be requred

to cope with

all

(c)
Devices such as compound and torsional
penclulums end cantilever
springs executing free oscillations
seldom produce mechanical displacements of sinusoidal
form to the necessary degree of symmetry unless the
inherent
damping forces are negligible
end restrictions
are placed on
emplituiles.
Force-balance
systems are sometimes dynamically
calibrated
by inserting
into the wstem an electrical
sQna1 which simulates a mec1~anice.l excitation.
These closed loop response tests are potentially
very accurate,
and they are
also very convenient
for periodic
checks and field
use.
iiany of the machines for dynamic response testing
presented here we
free-oscillating
devices.
The procedure for evaluating
the transfer
function
- 18 -

of the instrument consists of recording on a gdvo-recorder
the displacement
or amplitude of the input motion together with the test specimen's output.
The output of an accurate tuninG fork is dso recorded so that displacements
Peak values of input and
can be converted into rntes or nccelerotions.
output are compared to find the vx-iation
in the modulus of the system with
frequency.
Phase shift is derived
of input and output.

from simple measurements of the recorded traces

do not provide
Transfer function andysers, while expediting the ~lelysis,
pictures of input and output waveforms fw examination ‘and it may slso be
difficult
to include all oomponents in the system, e.g. the gdvcinometer.
4.1

Forms of dynamic calibrating
4.1.1

devices

Shaking table Fin.11

This machine is used to cslibrate
rate mosoopes dynamicell.y.

linear

and angular accelerometers

and

It consists of a variable speed drive stabilised
by a. high inertie
A rod connects the crank pin,
flywheel to which n crank pin is attached.
which is radially
adjustable on the flywheel,
to the crosshead on which
For oscillatory
instruments CM be mounted for linear
reoiprocating
motion.
angular motion a sliding rod connects c. pin on the crosshend to e shsft which
is suitably housed in bearings.
To eliminate mechanical noise the drive
connecting the motor to the main shalt is performed by belts nrd pulley wheels;
ball-races
used on the assembly cre s?ecid.ly selected and fitted.
A potentiometer measures amplitude
main sheft to indicate frequency.
The advantages of this

and a speed meter is attcched

system are:

(a)

Precise and steady values of amplitudes
imposed on the instrument.

(b)

A wide frequency range of O-5 to 25 0.p.s.

(c)

No oorrections
transients.

The disadvcmtages

to the

are required
of this

and frequencies

can be

is obtainable.

for decoying free vibrations

or

system are:

(a)

At large values of crank radii
harmonic distortion.

corrections

must be applied

(b)

At the minimum frequency of 0.5 c.p.s. the maximum vdue of linear
accelerntion
obtainable is approximcrtely O*lg.
The limiting
faotor
here is space requirement.

(0)

The complete elimination
achieved.

of mechanical noise and vibration
- 19 -

for

is seldom

4.1.2

Cantilever

leaf

3~x5~

assembly

PiK.12

This unit comprises a pcir of leaf springs which are rigidly
attached at
This
one end to a fixed housing snd a mzss is attached to the free ends.
shdcer is, in fact, similar
in principle
to M accelerometer
without a damping
mechanism.
The springs have o llnezr load-deflection
oharncteristic
over the
working range and have a high transverse
stiffness.
A wide range of nccelerntions
at various
frequencies
can be obtained by
The amplitude
of the shdcer
varying
the mass or the length of the springs.
and n potentiometer.
can be measured by photo-electric
cells,
~1 3.c. pick-off,
This device can be used for calibratinr
horizontal
and normal linear
accelerometers
dynamicslly.
For the latter
case the springs are biased
they &re straight
throughout
their entire length when the mass and spring
assembly is subjected to an acceleration
of 1~ in the middle of its range.

SO

that

The shaker executes damped free oscillations
when released
from a selected
deflected
posltion.
The unit's
inherent
damping factor,
E, is of the order of
0.006 so that the required
corrections
to the modulus and phase shift
of the
test instrument's
output are of the order of O*Ol'$ and O-7
respectively.
The advantages

of this

system are:

(a)

No mechanical

(b)

High frequencies

(cl

Provided the springs ,are worldng rell
deflection
ch,aracteristics,
harmonic

The disadvantages
(4

To obtain
0.25g

at

springs

noise

or vibrations

are easily

are present.

obtainable.
within their linear
loaddistortion
is negligible.

of the system are:

recsonable
values of acceleration
at low frequencies
e.g.
waveform distortion,
the
O.P.S., with negligible
become excessively
long.
o-1

(b)

Excessive static deflection
of the mass when calibrating
normal
accelerometers
at low frequency makes biassing
of the springs
difficult.
For instance when the shaker is set for a natural
frequency
of O-5 c.p.s. the mass has, fundamentally,
a static
deflection
of approximately
40".

(0)

Time must be allowed for the transient
to subside
corrections
for this factor must be Applied.

4.1.3

Vertical

rotating

machine

completely

or

to provide

G

Fig.14

This unit makes use of the earth's
sinusoidal
forcing
function
for linear

gravitational
accelerometers.

-
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field

It consists of a flywheel mounted on a horizontal
shaft which is driven
by a velodyne motor through pulley wheels and belts to give various controlled
Steel slip-rings
Iunning in
speeds without mechanical noise and vibration.
troughs of mercury allow connections to be me&e to the instrument which is
tie
or any intermediate
mounted on a plate near the centre of the flywheel.
value of the earth's gravitational
field can be imposed on the instrument by
The precise value selected oan
rototing it in a vertiosl
or inclined plane.
be checked by o static turnover before commencing the tests.

.

Frequency rind phasing are determined by recording on appropriate point
e.g. top dead centre, on the flywheel by a photo-electric
cell arrangement.
The advantages of this method are:
(2)

Any frequency

(b)

Sinusoidal

(0)

No cams, eccentrics , gears or links
unwonted noise or vibration.

The disadvnntages
(a)

down to zero frequency can be obtained.

excitntion

is assured under constant

speed oondition.

are incorporated

to produce

of this method are:

Due to the centrifu&
force, the dynamic response properties of
accelerometers,
which require movement of the mass to produce en
output, ore considerably modified at dl but the lowest frequency
ratios.
The equation of motion for a conventional mass, spring,
3rd velocity
damped system subjected to this test is

j,+; i + (wi - co:)X
where R is the radius of the effective
from the axis of rotation.

= g sin wi t + to: B

centre of the mass 3rd spring assembly

Amplitude ratio ati phhase shift curves shown in Figs.15
and 16, display
It will be seen
the actuel behaviour of the instrument undergoing this test.
The physical interthat stnndnrd frequency response curves no longer apply.
pretation of this phenomenon is that the centrifugal
force causes an apparent
reduction in the spring force of the instrument as frequency increases.
(b)

Positioning
of the effective
centre of the mass-spring system with
respect to the axis of rotation must be nccurctely known.

(o)

The instrument. must be of the type which is negligibly
cross-effects.

(8.) The results

are very sensitive

to speed variation.
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affected

by
.

4.1.4

Compound

pendulum Fig.12

One of the most versatile
which is capable of calibrating
and rats *rrosoopes
*nsplicslly.

of dynamic test
linear
as well

rigs is the compound pendulum,
as angular accelerometers

The test rig consists of a rigid beam suspended st its mid-point
on a
A long arm is
shrift suitably
housed in low friction
roller
benrings.
attached to the beam in such a manner that it resists
torsion&l
stresses old
twisting
actions.
With various
combinations
keep the centre of oscillation
rcnge can be covered.

of springs and of weights,
below the axis of rotation,

arranged SO as to
a wide frequency

Displacement
cd valocity
pick-offs
are incorpornted
to provide recorded
information
ad a Hoirk Frwe device is instclled
to give n precise
measure
of statio
amplitude.
A table is provided on the shaft for angular
Linear accelerodevices such as rate gyroscopes ,nnlndangulrs accelerometers.
meters ore aocommotited on a platform
at the end of the azm.
input

The pendulum executes damped free oscillations
when released from a
selected deflected
cngulnr posltion.
To avoid tedious corrections
to the
results
it is imperative
to reduce herring
friction
to a minimum.
With the configuration
measuring normd acceleration
turning

as depicted
only accelerometers
can be colibmted.

However, horizontally
mensurinc accelerometers
the pendulum on its side so that its shaft
The advnntnges

of this

for

can be accommodnted by
is vertical.

system nre:

(a)

MO mechanical
present.

(b)

A wide range of frequencies
ns low as 0.01 c.p.s.

(c)

With restricted
amplitudes rind negligible
snguler oscillations
are produced with

The disndvsntages

noise

suitable

or vibrations

from motors,

is covered,

ge,?rs,

extending
friction
very little

and cams are

to a frequency
in the system,
distortion.

of the system ‘are:

(a)

To obtain rensonzble
vnlues of linear
acceleration
at low frequency,
the displncement
of the end of the arm must be large.
As the
motion follows
a ciroulnr
arc correations
must be applied to account
for the tilting
of the accelerometer
in the earth's
gravitational
field.

(b)

Care must be exercised
to ensure that instruments
with poor
transverse
characteristics
are not influenced
by centrifugd
- 22 -

forces.

(c)
4.2

Transients

may hnve to be considered.

Future developments

Future developments are being directed at improving dyncmic calibrating
gear by employing force motors of the permanent magnet moving coil type.
No corns, links, or gears till
be used, and the coils will be excited with
power being
selected values of alternating
current at various frequencies;
derived from a low frequency oscillator
and power emplifier.
4.3

D.vnsmio calibrntinR
(n)

techniques

Exmmic properties

for airflow

direction

.

sensors

of winrlvcnes

Friedman', has shown thnt the frequency response ch,sracteristics
of vanetype instruments may be quite different
from those of the olassical second
order systems.
As a simple classical
demonstmtion,
oppose that R windvane
is mounted on a probe protruding from nn nirorsft's
nose to measure angle of
YZAW. Assume that the aircraft
is executing sustained sinusoidnl1r.terr.l
oscillations
about an axis defined by the shrift of the windvane and that the
shsft follows a necrly straight path in space.
If the vane has negligible
friction
and its timping is neroclynamio then it is reasonable to suppose that
the vane will align itself
with the direotion of the free airstreNn and slso
follow a nearly straight path in space.
In the absenoe of external disturbing
moments the output from the vzne will correspond to the input under statio and
dynamic conditions.
However, if internal damping is interposed between the vane rind its body
then this is no longer so.
If aerodynamic damping con be ignored, then at low
impressed frequencies the viscous
link between the vane rind its body tends to
This tendency
move the vane with respect to the direotlon of the airflow.
increases with the impressed frequency, until,
at frequencies approaching the
undamped nctural frequency of the vane, it is dmost moving in unison with the
When the impressed frequency equals the naturd frequency no output is
body.
Fig.17 shows the essential
quantities
of zn eleotricd
enalogy,
observed.
with whioh it is possible to study the characteristics
of the system in the
familiar
realm of eleotriczl
circuits.
It will be seen from the illustrntion
that a windvnne, having no internal
damping and no friction
in its bearings, cnn be represented by the electrical
circuit
with R, omitted.
Thus the output achieves perfect correspondence
with the input under stctic and dynnmio conditions.
If the problem is idealised by the absence of aerodynamic demping (R2),
then the nmplitude retio and phase shift ore given by
IAl

= (l+[:'1;j2)-'
.

and

-
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where

IAl =

the ratio

=

tan

-,

of the output

relative

to critical

The dynamic amplitude
ratio and phc.se shift
vrrlues of 4, in Figs.16 and 19.

nre plotted

3rd

N

=

factor

N

(1 - N*)

of the amplitudes

g,= -!JL
= damping
2wn L

*c,

to the input

w.
1.
%

In prnotice,
these curves are eonsidercbly
modified
aerodyn,unic damping.
Two representative
conditions
are
ma 21.
In both cases a realistic
aerodynamic damping
to critical
is chosen, while the two arbitrary
v,?lues of
selected to represent
intern.?1 d3mping.
An interns.1 damping factor of 0.1 represents
might be inherent
in the windvnne due to viscous
The second value of damping might be
bearings.
control
the response of the instrument
to dynamic

agninst

N for

different

by the pesence of
displcyed
in Figs.20
factor of 0.2 relative
O-1 ,?nd 0.6 are

the value of d,amping which
friction
and r.ir-lands
on the
thnt which is incorporated
to
inputs.

From these considerations,
it will be seen that, even if the wne employs
a much higher value of n&urn1 frequency
thpn the impressed frequencies
resulting
from oircrpft
rigid body motions that nre required
to be investigoted, then the modulus and phase shift may be different
from tnose based
Another
on elementary
theory if appreciable
internal
damping is present.
factor
that must be considered
is that the internal
damping ratio,
unlike the
aerodynamic damping ratio,
is not inde:lendent
of indicated
airspeed5.
It must be remembered that this pnrticular
case was selected as being the
most significant
for the demonstration
of certain
dynnmic peculiarities.
In
aotunl practice,
it would indeed be fortuitous
if the nforesaid
assumptions
were fulfilled.
So far nothing has been scid about nircrnft
angular
air strenm direction
mecsurement errors,
These require
to be made to the results.
Windvanes are also used in flight
tests for
In this instance,
mecsurements of gust velocities
to this problem are exomined.

velocities
kinematic

causing
corrections

gustresponse
measurements.
are required.
Two r.pproMhes

Firstly,
the windvsne cnn have response characteristics
fecturing
n
rensoncbly
high natur.zl frequency
and a dzmping factor 0.6 relative
to critical.
As it is difficult
to combine the requirements
of high natural
frequency end

-2L-

high aerodynsmio damping, resort will have to be made to some form of internd
The system oan be trented as a conventional
dnmping to achieve this vnlue.
second order system whose modulus is relatively
flat up to 8E1 of the vane's
natural frequency, on the assumption that there is little
or no nircraft
rotntion.
Secondly, the windvane can have a natural frequency, very much higher
than the top frequency of importance in the test,and aerodynamic damping which
A filter
oan now be inserted into the system and be SO
is inherently
low.
designed that it dominctes the system performance under dynamic conditions.

.

A point worthy of consideration
is that airflow direction
sensors of the
differentin
pressure tube type con be designed to have very high frequencies.
For these, the rclye of natural frequencies extends into the hundreds of
cycles per second region.
In these circumstrnoes it m&y well be that the
instrument's
transfer function cnn be neglected over modest Srequenoy bandwidths such as O-20 o.p.3.
A complete statement of the case concerning dynamic flow direotion
sensing techniques in flight
test work is beyond the scope of this Note.
However, it is hoped thct this brief discussion has highlighted
some of the
problems encountered in the use of windvanes under dynamic conditions.
liinny
of these problems m3y turn out to be fnr from trivial
and Ref.6 should be
oonsu%ted for more detailed infonnntion.
Suffice it to say that it behoves the technicinn to choose instruments
with ohnracteristics
compatible with the basic nerodynpmic requirements
demanded. from the investigation
in hand so that the task of interpretation
is
reduced as much as possible.
It mzy be of interest to paint out that the windvnne illustrated
in Fig.7
has an undamped natural frequency of approximdely
45 c.p.s.
at 150 kts E.A.S.
The aerodynamic damping factor &2 is of the order of 0.2 nt ground level
oonditions.
The vane incorporates an 3.~. pick-off
end s~&al
benrings,
thereby reducing friction
onndgiving infinite
resolution.
(b)

Frequency response tests

on windvanes

One method for determining the frequency response chcrrcteristics
of IL
windvane is to oscillate
the vane body sinusoidally
in a r&d tunnel at various
siqditudes cm3 frequencies at selected wind speeds.
This technique cc.n be accomplished by a motor-driven cnm and eccentrio
arrangement or by a compound pendulous device cnpble of being fitted
with
various springs to cover the required frequency ,band. A pick-off
is embodied
on the cnlibrctor
to record the input amplitude.
To facilit.-te
interpretation
of the results and to ensure freedom from
kinematic effects,
the ‘axes of rotation of the exciting device cd windvane
shaft should coincide.
The instrument,
of course, while undergoing these
tests can be located at predetermine& distances from the axis of rotation to
simulate snd asseas the effects of angular velocities.
-
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These tests a-e excellent
for determining
what type of system the windvane represents.
For lnst,?nce, w1lr.t is thought to be an nerodynamically
drmped vane with conventionc.1
dyn-.mic chcmcteristics
may contcrin enough
viscous or coulomb friction
in the bearings end pick-off
to substaA.inl3.y
change its frequency response ohnracteristics.
If the level of turbulence
in the wind tunnel is not excessive subsonlc
dynamic calibrations
?re relatively
str,?ightforw,cKt.
Supersonic tests of
this nnture have never been attempted by the author, but one or two points
are worthy of consideration.
(i)
If B wind tunnel with a large work@
section 1s chosen for the
test so as to accommodate the rather bulky oscillatory
mechanism, then care
must be exercised in ensuring thzt its presence does not unduly increase the
level of turbulence.
From this point of view, c tunnel with a smnll worl;ing
section might be more suitable
for this purpose.
This would @rmit the
oscillating
device to be located extern,olly
with possibly
only a shzft
protruding
into the working section.
(ii)
As the misalignment
torque of the windvane is proportional
i.e. p/2 V2, it may be oonsidered that its undamped nnturrl
frequency
theee conditions
is so high that step input tests will suffice.

to q,
under

Step input tests have been carried
out in wind tunnels and in flight
nt
selected conditions
of Gir speed and atmospheric
pressure.
For this purpose
a remotely controlled
electriool
solenoid is embodied in the body of the
windvane.
When the solenoid is opcmted it subjects the vane to a step input
of a predetermined
cmplitude.
These tests are helpful
to the extent thnt they
can be performed
ot particular
conditions
of air speeds nnd altitudes
likely
to
be encountered
in the flight
tests.

5

CONCLUDING iiElihRI;S

The object of this Note is to lzesent the results
of the mthor's
practical
experience
in the s-&tic and dynamic calibration
of some sensing
elements for flight
test work.
To keep the Note within
a reasonable
size
the scope of topios hns been limited,
and a selection
mode which it is thought
ml1 be of prcctical
value to potentizl
users in this wide field.
Two general observntions
con be made.
Firstly,
sinusoidal
oscillating
techniques
provide a more comprehensive
and quantitative
assessment of the
dynanic properties
of the instrument
than transient
techtnques.
Secondly,
force-balance
types of accelerometers
end rr.te gyroscopes offer
ndvzntages
over their oonvention,il
mass-spring
counterparts
by virtue
of their inherent
high stability
and Ir.ck of cmss effeots
and dso because lcrge mr.chines may
not be required
for their dynemio calibration.
If machines
or exciters
nre used to evnluzte the dyncmio perform?noe
of
instruments
then sustained rather than free oscillatory
motion would remove
some of the uncertninties,
such as transient
effects
2nd dnmped sine-waves,
associated
with the latter,
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